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Abstract 
Jockusch Jr., C.G. and RI. Soare, Degrees of orderings not isomorphic to recursive linear 
orderings, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 52 (1991) 39-64. 
It is shown that for every nonzero r.e. degree c there is a linear ordering of degree c which is 
not isomorphic to any recursive linear ordering. It follows that there is a linear ordering of low 
degree which is not isomorphic to any recursive linear ordering. It is shown further that there 
is a linear ordering L such that L is not isomorphic to any recursive linear ordering, and L 
together with its ‘infinitely far apart’ relation is of low degree. Finally, an analogue of the 
recursion theorem for recursive linear orderings is refuted. 
0. Introduction 
Our work concerns the question: What degrees of unsolvability contain linear 
orderings which are not isomorphic to recursive linear orderings? (Throughout, 
we consider only linear orderings of CD, the set of natural numbers, and then code 
such orderings as subsets of o in order to apply notions of recursion theory to 
them.) The corresponding question for well-orderings and hyperdegrees was 
answered by a classical result of Spector [9, Theorem 61: A hyperdegree d 
contains a well-ordering not isomorphic to a recursive well-ordering iff d is 
greater than or equal to the hyperdegree of Kleene’s 6. The situation for Turing 
degrees and linear orderings in general is much less well understood, but it 
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follows from [4], [l] that if a is any degree such that a” > 0”, then there is a linear 
ordering of degree a not isomorphic to any recursive linear ordering. The starting 
point of our paper is a question raised by Julia Knight: Is every linear ordering of 
low degree isomorphic to a recursive linear ordering? (A degree a is low if 
a’ = O’.) We prove two results which each give strong negative answers to 
Knight’s question: 
Theorem 1. For any nonzero r.e. degree c there is a linear ordering of degree c 
which is not isomorphic to any recursive linear ordering. 
Theorem 2. There is a structure (A, cA, Inf) of low degree such that (0, cA) is 
a linear ordering not isomorphic to a recursive ordering and Inf is the binary 
relation on A defined by: 
Inf(a, b) @ {c: a CA c <A b or b CA c CA a} is infinite 
However we claim (without giving the proof) that the natural common 
generalization of Theorems 1 and 2 fails: 
Claim 2.5. There is a nonrecursive r.e. set C such that whenever <A is a linear 
ordering of A and (A, cA, Inf) + C, where Inf is as defined above, then 
(A, <A ) is isomorphic to a recursive ordering. 
Finally in Theorem 3 we show that effective mappings from recursive linear 
orderings of o to recursive linear orderings of o need not have fixed points up to 
isomorphism. 
Obviously, the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 involve constructing linear 
orderings not isomorphic to any recursive linear ordering, while that of Theorem 
3 involves constructing a recursive linear ordering not isomorphic to a given 
(fixed) recursive linear ordering. The main technique that has been used to 
construct orderings not isomorphic to any recursive linear orderings is coding 
some complicated set into the ordering. We now briefly discuss this method and 
why it will not suffice to answer Knight’s question. For a simple example of 
coding, associate with any linear ordering 5?l the set S(‘%) of natural numbers n 
such that ‘II has a maximal finite interval of cardinality n + 1. Then every subset 
of w is S(‘%) for some ‘?I, and S(a) is r.e. in ‘8” for any ?B = a. It is shown by 
Lerman [4] and Ash, Jockusch, and Knight [l], that if S is r.e. in d”, then there is 
an ordering ‘8 of degree d with S(a) = S. Now if d” > 0”, let ‘?l be an ordering of - 
degree d with S(B) = D” @ D”, where D is a set of degree d. Then clearly !?I is 
not isomorphic to a recursive ordering, establishing a result mentioned earlier. 
One might hope to improve this result by employing a more efficient coding 
which uses only an oracle for an ordering (or its first jump) to recover 
information. However, the following results show that at least two jumps must be 
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used to compute nontrivial information from all isomorphic copies of a linear 
ordering: 
(i) (Richter [6]). If ‘8 is a linear ordering, and C is any set which is recursive in 
every 93 = %?l, then C is recursive. 
(ii) (Knight [3]). If ‘8 is a linear ordering, and C is any set which is recursive in 
‘8 for every ‘8 = ‘& then C + 0’. 
On the other hand, as indicated above, it is possible to code information into a 
linear ordering which can be recovered using the double jump of any isomorphic 
copy. This leads to the following general notion from [3], [l]: 
Definition. Let (Y be a recursive ordinal and ‘8 a structure with universe o for a 
language with finitely many relation, constant, and function symbols. We say that 
?I has eth jump degree a if a is the least degree which occurs as the eth jump of 
any isomorphic copy of %?l. 
The results (i) and (ii) above imply that for as 1, 0’“’ is the only cuth jump 
degree of a linear ordering. On the other hand, it is shown by Ash, Jockusch, and 
Knight [l], that for every recursive ordinal (Y 2 2 and every degree d > O’“‘, there 
is a linear ordering which has cuth jump degree d but does not have any /3th jump 
degree for any /3 < a. By results (i) and (ii) above, the question of the existence 
of an ordering which has first jump degree but no 0th jump degree is equivalent 
to Knight’s question, mentioned above, whether there is a linear ordering of low 
degree not isomorphic to a recursive ordering. 
As we have indicated, coding methods are not suitable to answer Knight’s 
question. Instead, to construct an ordering not isomorphic to any recursive 
ordering we use a kind of diagonalization. Satisfying a single requirement in this 
diagonalization involves constructing an ordering not isomorphic to a single 
recursive linear ordering (as is done in Theorem 3), so we first dicuss how this is 
done. To construct a recursive linear ordering .& not isomorphic to a given 
recursive linear ordering 9, one chooses an element 8 of B (the universe of a), 
and arranges for every element a of A (the universe of .~4), that either the number 
of predecessors of a in Sp differs from the number of predecessors of 6 in 93, or 
the number of successors of a in .s4 differs from the number of successors of 6 in 
93. This is not difficult to do, and we recommend that the reader read Theorem 3 
before Theorems 1 and 2, since in Theorem 3 the method is carried out free of 
any other complications. To construct an ordering & not isomorphic to any 
recursive linear ordering, we construct our ordering .# as an order-theoretic sum: 
where Yj is a ‘separator’ (chosen in advance) and &i is constructed (using the 
basic strategy above) so that vi (the ith partial recursive function) is not the 
characteristic function of an isomorphic copy of .~4. A considerable advantage of 
the separator method is that the various &i’s are constructed independently, so 
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that the requirements corresponding to the various qi’s do not interfere with each 
other. However, some difficulties arise because we do not know effectively where 
the isomorphic copies (if any) of the separators lie in the linear ordering (if any) 
with characteristic function qi. These difficulties are overcome by a II:-guessing 
procedure and tree argument. After seeing an early version of this paper, 
Downey and Moses [2] used the separator method originated in it to prove the 
existence of a recursive linear ordering in which the successivities (pairs of 
adjacent elements) have degree 0’ in every recursive copy. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is particularly unusual and interesting for the following 
reason. Normally, when one constructs an r.e. set of low degree each positive 
requirement must act only finitely often to make it possible for the negative 
requirements to achieve lowness. (See [8], Theorem VII. 1.1 versus Theorem 
VIII. 1.1 and the discussion at the bottom of page 133.) In Theorem 2 we 
construct a linear ordering & with (~4, Inf) of low degree (in fact meeting the 
usual lowness requirements), but the positive requirements must be allowed to 
act infinitely often. This infinitary action by the positive requirements necessitates 
a more delicate than usual construction to ensure that the negative requirements 
can still be satisfied to achieve lowness. In particular, the positive requirements 
‘cooperate’ with negative requirements of lower priority, and also the priority 
ordering changes as the construction proceeds. 
The question of whether every low linear ordering is isomorphic to a recursive 
one was motivated by analogy to the corresponding question for other situations 
where a structure determined by a low set must be isomorphic to a structure 
determined by a recursive set. For example, for the lattice of r.e. sets, Soare [7] 
showed that if A is any coinfinite r.e. set of low degree, then the lattice of r.e. 
supersets of A is effectively isomorphic to the lattice of all r.e. sets, and Maass [5] 
then used a closely related lowness property to characterize exactly those r.e. sets 
having this isomorphism property. 
For linear orderings, Theorem 1 shows that the analogous result fails, and 
Theorem 2 shows that it still fails even with some additional structure (the 
infinitely far apart relation) added to the ordering &. However, Claim 2.5 shows 
that there is an r.e. nonrecursive set C such that an analogue of the result holds 
for linear ordering which, together with their infinitely far apart relations, are 
recursive in C. 
Our notation and terminology are quite standard. See, for instance, Soare [8]. 
In particular, we let A r z = {x:x <z &x E A}, and if J& is a structure with 
universe o we let ti 1 z be the substructure of d with universe {x: x <z}. 
1. Nontrivial orderings in all nonzero r.e. degrees 
The following results together with the existence of nonrecursive r.e. sets of 
low degree immediately implies the existence of a linear ordering of low degree 
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which is not isomorphic to any recursive linear ordering. It is proved by 
combining ordinary permitting with the separator method discussed in the 
introduction. 
Theorem 1. Let C be any nonrecursive r.e. set. Then there is a linear ordering 
d = (A, <*) =r C such that no recursive linear ordering is (classically) 
isomorphic to &. 
Proof. We consider only orderings with domain w. We write ak in place of k 
when we are thinking of k as an element of the universe of an ordering &, and 
similarly for bk and 3, etc. Thus when we say ‘ai is below ai’ we mean ai <A ai. 
The following simple lemma on upward closure is a special case of a result of 
Knight [3]; 
Lemma 1.1. Zf d = (A, CA) is an ordering recursive in any given set C, then 
there is an isomorphic ordering 3 = {B, cB) of the same degree as C. 
Proof. To code C into 93, the idea is to arrange that, for all k, k E C iff 
bzk <B &+I. B will be defined as the image of d under the following 
isomorphism f; If (k E C iff a2k CA aZk+i), let f (a2k) = b2k and f (au,+I) = bur+l. 
Otherwise, let f (ax) = bui+l and f (a2k+l) = bx. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 0 
To ensure that & is not isomorphic to any recursive linear ordering, we must 
meet for each i the following requirement Ri: 
Ri: d is not isomorphic to the linear ordering pi (if any) with characteristic 
function qi* 
We now describe the ‘basic module’ for meeting a single requirement Ri. Then 
the strategies for the various requirements will be combined by the separator 
method as mentioned in the introduction, and we will use ordinary permitting to 
ensure that d <r C. In particular, our final d will be a sum yb + s&, + .Y1 + ~4, + 
y;+.**, where the orderings Sq. are ‘separators’ to be described later. In the full 
construction, we will meet Ri by ensuring that Sa, + 9i> where %i is a certain 
subordering of Si. However, in describing the basic module for Ri we pretend to 
control all of ~2 (not just Sa,) and correspondingly identify 94i with pi. 
To meet Ri, we choose an element 6 of Bi (the field of the ordering Bi) and 
meet for each i E o the following subrequirement Pi,j: 
P,j: the number of predecessors of aj E ~4 differs from the number of predeces- 
sors Of 6 in $Bi* 
The pure basic module for Ri 
We construct & by a process of recursive approximation. Let SP = (A”, <“) be 
the approximation to & constructed by the end of stage s. (Note. SF should not 
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be confused with & the portion of the ordering & between the separators YS 
and x+,.) W e c oose 6 to be any element of Bi. To meet s.0, we make h 
ao>Sa,>“*** in our recursive approximation while waiting for an element to 
appear below 6 in pi. If such an element appears, we change our recursive 
approximation to ~4 so that u. becomes the least element of Se, and we designate 
u. as attached, to indicate that in the future no elements may be placed below a,. 
This action meets &,. forever. On the other hand, if 6 has no predecessor in 9$, 
(and hence we never act to attach uo), then all subrequirements Pi,i are met since 
every uj will have infinitely many predecessors in @, while 6 has no predecessors 
in Bi* 
The strategy for any subrequirement ~,j is similar. Assume inductively that all 
uk for k <j have already been attached. Make Uj > Uj+i > Uj+z > . * - until, if ever, 
6 has at least j + 1 predecessors in 93i. Then change the recursive approximation 
so that uj is immediately above all previously attached elements (i.e. 
a07 al, * * * , uj_1) but below all other elements of A”. Declare uj to be attached to 
indicate that no new elements may be placed below it. This completes the 
description of the basic module. 
We now discuss outcomes of the basic module. 
Case 1. All numbers Uj are eventually attached. Then all subrequirements e,j 
are met so Ri is met. (In this case ~4 is simply the standard ordering of w, but 6 
has infinitely many predecessors.) 
Case 2. There is a number ak which is never attached. Choose the least k with 
this property. Then all subrequirements pi,j for j < k are met by construction. If 
j 5 k, then pl:,j is met because Uj has infinitely many predecessors in d (i.e. all a, 
for r > j), but 6 has only finitely many predecessors (else ok would become 
attached). (In this case, I has order type k + CD*, but 93 has an element 6 with 
exactly k predecessors.) 
Now consider how to add permitting to the basic module. The permitting 
condition is that if j < z, k < z, and C, 1 z = CS+i r z, then Uj Cs Uk iff Uj <‘+l Uk. 
This obviously ensures that d + C and that the recursive approximations <S 
converge. Of course the permitting condition does not hinder playing the 
sequences Uj > Uj+l >... but only the attachments, since only these require 
interchanging the order of any elements. To meet c,o, for instance, it may no 
longer be possible to make a0 the least element of & (even if u. becomes 
attached), since we initially play a0 > ai, and C may never permit us to change 
this. However, to attach a, we only need ensure that 6 has more predecessors in 
$3 than a0 does in ~4, so a0 need not be the least element of z-4. To force 6 to have 
many predecessors, we start creating an o*-sequence going down from uo, i.e. 
Uo>U,>P2>. - * as in the pure basic module. We wait for a stage s such that, for 
some z >O, C,,, - C, has an element GZ, where 6 has more than z predecessors 
at S. If 6 has infinitely many predecessors, it is easy to see from the 
nonrecursiveness of C that such a stage s must exist. (If 6 has only finitely many 
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predecessors, we win all subrequirements ,j as in Case 2 above.) Once such an s 
is found, the permitting condition then allows us to move all Uj for j > z above all 
ai for i < z. We do this and attach all Uj for j < z. This meets all ~i,j for j < z, since 
each such uj has at most z - 1 predecessors while 6 has at least z predecessors. 
We continue this process in the obvious way, always working above all elements 
which have been previously attached. This concludes the discussion of how to 
combine the basic module with permitting. 
We now consider how to deal with all recursive linear orderings at once. We 
build an ordering ~2 = Sp, + .&, + .YI + &r + * . * , where z is a ‘separator’ soon 
to be described and hi is chosen to meet the requirement Ri. Let 9’i have the 
order type 1 + v + i + Y + 1, where Y is the order type of a countable dense 
linear ordering with endpoints. Given any linear orderings .&,, &,, . . . let 
%(J& J4, * * .) be the ordering Sp, + sBO + 9, + sB1 + * - - . Note that % is l-l in 
the sense that if %‘(& .&, . . .) = %( Bo, CBl, . . .) and no J& has an interval 
isomorphic to the rationals, then &i z 9$ for all i. Thus to meet Ri it suffices to 
ensure that if pi is the characteristic function of a linear ordering Zi of the form 
%(%I, 91, * * .), then Sa, + @. Of course, actions to achieve this will not affect ~j 
for j #i, so the actions for various i’s are independent and do not conflict with 
each other. However, handling a single i is more difficult in this context than it 
was for the basic module because, given an index for %‘(%I,,, . . .) as a recursive 
ordering, we cannot expect to locate effectively the copies of the separators, and 
thus we cannot expect to find effectively an index of pi as a recursive ordering of 
a recursive subset of o. Nonetheless, we will use a I7$’ guessing procedure which 
will suffice. Namely, for each i there is a rr,” predicate Ri(e, x1, . . . , Xi+e) which, 
if Q)~ is the characteristic function of a linear ordering of the form %‘(93,,, %?r, . . .), 
holds Of c, X1, . . . , xi+6 iff X1, . . . , xi+6 are those points in the separator Yi which 
are not in the interior of either copy of Y. (Simply write out the predicate which 
says that appropriate pairs of points are consecutive and that the intervals 
between appropriate pairs of points are dense.) Thus there is a II,” predicate 
si(x19 . . . 7 xi+67 YIP . . . Y yi+7), which if Cpi s the characteristic function of a linear 
ordering isomorphic to one of the form %e(?&,, . . .), holds of 
XI, * * . t xi+67 .YI, * * * 9 yi+7 iff xi, . . . 7 xi+6 determine the copy of the separator Yi 
and y,, . . . , yi+7 determine the copy of the separator Yi+,. Thus, by [8, Theorem 
IV.3.21 there is a recursive stage-by-stage procedure of assigning ‘chips’ to 
(2i + 13)-tuples (Y so that, for all i and cx, S,(o) holds iff (Y gets infinitely many 
chips and such that at every stage exactly one (2i + 13)-tuple (Y gets a chip. (In 
both this theorem and in Theorem 2, whenever i and (for instance) (Y occur in the 
same context, the reader should assume that LY is a (2i + 13)-tuple.) Each time 
any (Y gets a chip, we are allowed to introduce a new element into Aj (the 
universe of &i) to be used in the o- strategy, i.e. the strategy which assumes that 
&((u) holds. (Of course, this IY = (x1, . . . , xi+6, y,, . . . , yi+7) determines B, as 
those points strictly between xi+6 and yl, as ordered by vi). There is the potential 
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for conflict between strategies based on different tuples, and this is handled by an 
easy priority argument. For given i, effectively order all (2i + 13)-tuples in an 
o-ordering. Say that such a tuple a has higher priority than a tuple p (written 
u < /3) if (Y precedes p in this ordering. The universe As of & (at stage s) is split 
as the disjoint union of universes Af,w over all (2i + 13)-tuples cr, and the 
elements of A;n are called cu-elements. If an element is put into the ordering for 
the sake of a tuple a, then it is initially an a-element. If (Y is the unique 
(2i + 13)-tuple which gets a chip at stage s + 1, then for all p > cu, we set 
A$’ = 0, and all elements of Afs are put into AT,zl together with a fresh element. 
(Thus the b-strategy is initialized when (Y gets a chip for CY < /3, as is usual in tree 
arguments [8, Chapter XIV].) If c! < /3, then at any stage all a-elements will lie 
below all B-elements. It follows that no action for the sake of p will injure the 
strategy for a’. One small difference from the basic module is that the strategy for 
a: does not choose in advance an element 6 and try to meet the requirements Pi,j 
for this choice of 6, because there would then be no way for the cr-strategy to 
meet the requirement Pi,j if aj is a p-element for some /I < (Y. Instead, whenever 
the strategy for Q is initialized, it picks a new element to play the role of 6 which 
has more predecessors than there are elements of LJs<nAi,p Then as long as no 
/3 of higher priority gets a chip, cy can play essentially as in the basic module but 
treating all B-elements for p < a: as if they were attached. If some /3 < CY later gets 
a chip, then (Y starts over with a new candidate for the element to play the role of 
6. For given i there is a unique LY which gets infinitely many chips, and clearly the 
strategy for this (Y will succeed as intended. (Note that Ai = lJBrnAi,B and 
(JBtoAi,B is finite, so Ai =* A,,.) Then for this a; adding in permitting is done as 
before and creates no particular difficulties. One point to note is that we change 
the recursive approximation for the sake of (Y whenever C permits us to make a 
desired attachment, without waiting for (Y to again get a chip, since there is no 
reason to suppose that the necessary permissions will come at stages where (Y gets 
a chip. Thus the stages when (Y gets a chip are used simply to add elements to the 
universe Ai+. Once in Ai,,, the elements are processed just as in the basic 
module, without requiring further steps where (Y gets a chip. 
We now give some details of the construction, which is based in a straightfor- 
ward way on the above remarks. To construct the ordering Sa,, use elements aj 
withjEW Lti+‘]. (The separator Yi is constructed in a trivial way using elements aj 
with j E 01~1.) Let the @ predicate &(x1, . . . , Xi+6, yl, . . . , yi+,) be as above, 
and let R(i, cr, s) be a recursive predicate such that if IX is (the Gijdel number of) 
a (2i + 13)~tuple, then S,(a) holds iff {s: R(i, (Y, s)} is infinite, where we say that 
(Y gets a chip at s if R(i, (Y, s) holds. We will always assume that this recursive 
approximation is arranged so that for all i and s there is a unique (Y such that 
R(i, (Y, s) holds. (Note that (Y determines i by its length.) Let l(cr), u(a) be, 
respectively, the i + 6th and i + 7th components of LY (so that (Y is predicting that 
if vi is the characteristic function of a linear ordering of the form %‘(P&,, W1, . . .), 
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then Yei consists of the elements which vi puts strictly between Z(a) and u(m).) 
Associated with LY we have a parameter &a which corresponds to the number 6 
in the basic module. Let &a be the approximation to 6i,a defined at the end of 
stage s. (Note. 6i,II and &,a may be undefined). If 6;, is defined, let c:,~ be the 
number of elements bk (k s s) strictly above I( (Y) and below &,, in the ordering 
(if any) given by Q)i,s. At any stage s, every current element of &i is designated as 
an a-number for one and only one (Y. (A number put in &i for the sake of (Y is 
originally an a-number, but it may become a B-number if /3 < (Y subsequently 
gets a chip.) Certain a-numbers at stage s may be declared at s to be a-attached. 
(If oj is a-attached at s, then aj has fewer than c;,~ predecessors in &i at s, so that 
&,j appears to be met with 6 = bT_) Once a number is a-attached, it remains 
o-attached as long as it is an a-number, and it receives no new predecessors in 
.&. Say that ak is a-attachable at s + 1 if at the end of stage s there are fewer than 
c;,~ elements aj below ak such that j < min(C,+, - C,) or aj is a-attached at s or aj 
is a p-element for some j3 < a. (The idea is that ak can become a-attached at 
s + 1 by moving the remaining aj’S above ak in accordance with the permitting 
restriction, without introducing new predecessors to currently o-attached num- 
bers or to P-numbers for /3 < LX) 
The construction of Sa, is as follows. All parameters remain unchanged from 
one stage to the next unless otherwise specified. 
Sdage 0. For all cu, SF, and hence ct , are undefined, and A:= = 0. 
Stage s + 1. Fix i and let (Y be the unique (2i + 13)-tuple which receives a chip 
at stage s + 1. 
Part 1. Let A:,:’ be the union of all the universes AT,@ for /3 3 (Y together with a 
fresh element aj, where j is minimal such that j E wlzi+‘l and aj $Af. For /3 > (Y let 
A$’ = 0, and for /3 < (Y, let A;,$’ = AS,@ The fresh element should be placed 
immediately above the greatest element of Ai,, which was a-attached at the ends 
of stage s. The ordering among elements of A” is initially unchanged, although it 
might be changed in Part 2 below. (If no element of Af,a was attached at the end 
of stage s, put the fresh element aj immediately above the greatest element of 
lJsCnA& and if the latter set is empty, place aj at the bottom of Se:“.) 
Part 2. For each /3 > (Y let &,$l be undefined, and let Q,$’ = f&, if /3 G CY and 
6, is defined. If 6~,, is undefined, let p be the number of elements which are 
p-elements for any /3 < cr. If there is a number bk such that setting 6i,a = bk would 
make c;‘,“n’ >p (i.e. there are more than p numbers in the ordering given by ~l~,~ 
between l(cu) and bk), set &,L’ = bk for the least such k. (Note that if &,, is 
undefined, there are no a-elements which are currently a-attached.) If @,11 is 
undefined but there is no such number bk, let &,:I also be undefined. 
Part 3. For every y s o, if there exists ak E A;,:’ which was not y-attached at 
the end of stage s but is y-attachable at stage s + 1, choose the least such k. (If no 
such k exists, do nothing for y.) Let S be the set of all y-elements aj such that 
j # k, j 2 min(C,+, - C,), and aj was not y-attached or a p-element for any /3 < y 
at s. Change the recursive approximation to &i by moving all elements of S above 
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all other elements of A:,;’ (keeping them above all p-elements for /I < y and 
below all B-elements for /3 > y). Within S, let elements be ordered (say) in order 
of subscript. The order relation among non-elements of S remains the same. 
Declare ak and each y-number which now precedes it in &i to be y-attached. This 
completes the description of stage s + 1 and of the construction. 
The permitting condition is clearly satisfied by our construction and guarantees 
that our recursive approximations converge to an ordering Spi which is recursive 
in C, uniformly in i. Let the ordering & be %‘(&,, &i, . . .). It is clear from Part 1 
of stage s + 1 that the universe of ~4~ is all of o[“+~], and thus the universe of s;& is 
all of w. Clearly, .~4 is recursive in C. The following lemma justifies the use of 
separators to allow us to handle the various requirements (corresponding to 
recursive linear orderings) independently. 
Lemma 1.2. For each i, d has a unique interval isomorphic to the separator Sq,. 
(Thus if I=%$ then 9? can be put in the form 9~+9&,+9’P;+9$+... with 
9’; = x in one and only one way, and, furthermore, we then have $& = sle, for all 
i. ) 
Proof. It suffices to show that no interval isomorphic to the ordering of rationals 
occurs in any Se,. Fix an i. Call an element a of Sa, a final a-element if a is an 
a-element at all sufficiently large stages. Since at any stage s any a-element at the 
beginning of s is a p-element for some /I < (Y at the end of s, an element of Oe, is a 
final a-element for some LY. Furthermore, if /I < (Y, then in &i, every final 
b-element precedes every final o-element. If for each (Y the predicate 5’i(o) fails, 
so that each (Y gets only finitely many chips, then for each & there are only finitely 
many final a-elements, so &i has order type w. Assume now there exists a such 
that $(a) holds, and fix the least such a: There are only finitely many final 
p-elements for /3 < a; and no final p-elements for any fi > a. If (Y acts infinitely 
often via (i), then all final a-elements are eventually a-attached, and so that the 
final a-elements (and thus also &i) have order type w. Otherwise, the final 
a-elements have order type k + o* (where k is the number of final a-elements 
which eventually become o-attached), so &i has order type m + w* for some m. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1.2. 0 
Lemma 1.3. JB is not isomorphic to any recursive ordering. 
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that ~2 is isomorphic to a recursive ordering 
9, say the one with characteristic function vi. By Lemma 1.2, 93 contains unique 
isomorphic copies 9’: and 9’i+i of the separators Sq, and ~ipi+l, and &i s pi, where 
9& is the part of % strictly between Y’,! and Yi+i, i.e. the part of 9 strictly 
between Z(a) and u(a) where (Y is the unique (2i + 13)-tuple such that Si(Ly) 
holds. First note that Ai is infinite since it gets a new element at every stage s. 
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Thus Bi is infinite. Let k = card(lJg<a A,,), and let s be a stage with 
card(Bs) 2 k, such that no #I < (Y gets a chip after S. Then @,L* is defined and 
&,, = @,+,’ for all t 3 s + 1. Thus lim, 6:,, exists, and we denote it &_. Let Pi,j,n 
be the subrequirement of Ri which asserts that the number of predecessors of aj in 
Se, differs from the number of predecessors of 6j,, in 93i. We must show that Pi,j,n 
is satisfied for all aj E Ai. We first claim that Pi,j,a is satisfied for all Uj E lJB<WAi,B. 
Indeed, it is easy to check by induction on s that if R,, is defined, then 
c;,~ 3 card(lJB,,Ai,P). This shows that Pi,j,a is satisfied for all aj E LJB<aAi,B, and 
Ai,p = 0 for p > CY, SO it suffices to show that Pi,j,a is satisfied for all aj E Ai_ If 
aj l Ai,o and aj becomes a-attached, then Pi,j,, is satisfied because when uj 
becomes a-attached it has fewer predecessors than 6+ and its gains no new 
predecessors after it is a-attached. Thus it suffices to show that each Uj E Ai,= 
becomes a-attached. For a contradiction, suppose this is not the case. Then only 
finitely many numbers are a-attached, since if ak is o-attached, then aj is also 
m-attached for all j < k. Fix the least k with ak an o-element which is not 
a-attached, and choose a stage so larger than the Godel number of a after which 
all final a-numbers Uj for j < k are a-attached and no /3 < a receives attention. 
Let r be the number of elements of SB, which are either p-numbers for some 
/_I < (Y or which eventually become a-attached. (Thus &i has order type r + o*.) 
Note that c;,~ tends to infinity as s goes to infinity since 6i,n has infinitely many 
predecessors in .@. We now argue that C is recursive, contrary to assumption. To 
see if p E C, wait for a stage s * so at which ak has a predecessor a,, with n 2 p and 
cf,,> n + T. At any stage t > S, C,,, - C, has no element 6Iz, SinCe otherwise ak 
would be attached at t + 1 by moving all but at most r Uj’S with j 3 n above ak. 
Thus p E C iff p E C,,,. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.3 and of Theorem 
1. cl 
2. Lowness and adding the Inf relation 
As already mentioned, it is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 that there 
are linear orderings of low degree which are not isomorphic to recursive 
orderings, and this answers a question raised by Julia Knight. We now present 
another result which also answers Knight’s question in a strong form. 
Theorem 2. There is an ordering ~4 = (A, <A ) of w such that: 
(i) & is not isomorphic to any recursive ordering, and 
(ii) (a, Inf) (=(A, <*, Inf)) ’ f 1 IS o ow e ree, d g where Inf is the ‘infinitely far 
apart’ relation on A, i.e. for a, b EA, Inf(a, 6) holds iff {c: a <A c cA b or 
b <A c <A a} is injinite. 
Proof. As in Theorem 1, our ordering d will be obtained as a sum yb + ~4, + 
9i+ SBi + . . . ) where the ordering zz& is chosen to meet the requirement Ri that 
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qi is not the characteristic function of an ordering isomorphic to our ordering ~4, 
$ is a ‘separator’ of order-type 1 + Y + i + Y + 1, and Y is the order type of a 
countable dense linear ordering with endpoints. We now discuss the ‘basic 
module’ for meeting the requirement Ri, in which we assume that we are making 
&i not isomorphic to a recursive ordering 9i of known index. (Of course, as in 
Theorem 1, in the full construction it is necessary to ‘guess’ the location of the 
images of the separators (if any) in the ordering (if any) which has qj as a 
characteristic function.) As in Theorem 1, we let aj = bj = j, but we think of aj as 
an element of the field of d and bj as an element of the field Bi of ~33~. The 
strategy for Ri is basically similar to the corresponding strategy in Theorem 1, but 
now the goal of the strategy is to choose an element 6 of pi so that for each j with 
aj EA, (the field of Sai) we can meet the following subrequirement s,j: 
&,j: either the number of predecessors of Uj in Ja, differs from the number of 
predecessors of 6 in pi, or the number of successors of aj in pi differs from 
the number of successors of 6 in Bi. 
(In Theorem 1 we worked only with predecessors, but the extra flexibility here 
is important in meeting the lowness requirements.) 
We first present the pure basic module to satisfy Ri, and then show how it -can 
be modified to meet Ri and also iV, for all e E o, where the N,‘s are the standard 
requirements to achieve lowness. 
The pure basic module for Ri 
We choose 6 to be any element of Bi, and we will put ai into Ai for all j. As in 
Theorem 1 we obtain a by a process of recursive approximation. We attack the 
subrequirement Pi,0 in predecessor mode by enumerating in Ai elements below a,,, 
namely a0>a,>a2>~-~ until, if ever, 6 has at least one predecessor. (While 
waiting for 6 to have at least one predecessor, our recursive approximation to Inf 
indicates that any two elements we play are only finitely far apart.) If a 
predecessor for 6 appears, we change the ordering so that all aj (j > 0) which 
have been played are above aO, say in order a, < a, < a2 < * * * . We also declare 
a, to be the least element of Ai and say that a, is lower attached, to indicate that, 
in the future, no elements may be placed below a,,. In addition, we change the 
recursive approximation to the Inf relation so that a, is infinitely far from all ai 
(i > 0) which are played, but any two such ai’s are only finitely far apart. 
(Namely, we make the ‘cut’ in the ordering I to be just above ao.) We now 
attack the subrequirement Pi, 1 in the successor mode by building in Ai an 
increasing sequence al < a2 < - * - until, if ever, 6 has at least one successor. We 
then change the ordering so that a, is the greatest element of Ai (keeping a, least 
of course), and declare a, to be upper attached, indicating that in the future no 
elements may be placed above it. In general, we alternate between the 
predecessor and successor modes, meeting Pi,2j using the predecessor mode and 
Pi,2j+l using the successor mode. To meet e,j using the predecessor mode (having 
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already met & for all k <i), play ai > aj+l > ai+;? > * - * , where all of these 
elements are below all elements previously upper attached and above all elements 
previously lower attached, until, if ever, 6 has at least k + 1 predecessors, where 
k is the number of elements previously lower attached. Then lower attach ai and 
place it above all elements previously lower attached. Place aj+i, aj+2, . . . above 
aj and below all elements previously upper attached. The strategy for the 
successor mode is dual in the obvious sense. 
At each stage s, the universe AS of our recursive approximation .v~T to SB, is the 
disjoint union of two sets ST and Ts, with every element of ST below every 
element of Tf. There determine Inf” (the approximation at stage s to the Inf 
relation) as follows: Inf’(aj, ak) holds iff exactly one of aj, ak belongs to $. 
(Think of Si as the ‘lower cut’ in the ordering pi and Ts as the ‘upper cut’, where 
all elements of the same cut are finitely far apart from one another, and all in one 
cut are infinitely far from those elements in the opposite cut.) If the basic module 
is in the predecessor mode at s, then ST consists of exactly the elements already 
lower attached (so TT consists of all upper attached elements and all unattached 
elements). If the basic module is in the successor mode at s, then Ts consists of 
exactly the upper attached elements at s (so Si consists of all lower attached 
elements and all unattached elements). Thus all lower attached elements are 
always in ST, all upper attached elements are in T:, and the placement of the 
unattached elements depends on the mode. This completes the description of the 
pure basic module. 
Consider the possible outcomes for this pure basic module. 
Case 1. For some (fixed) i we work on the subrequirement fi,j in predecessor 
mode at cofinitely many stages. Then, since the subrequirements are handled in 
order, we have met all Pi,j, for i’ <i. Clearly only finitely many numbers (say k) 
are ever lower attached, and 6 has at most k predecessors since otherwise we 
would not get stuck on Pi,j. For i’ 2 j, aj- has infinitely many predecessors, so Pi,jp 
is also met. Since all subrequirements Pi,j, are met, Ri is met. Alternatively, note 
that Sej has order type k + LO* and hence has no initial segment of order type 
k + 1, while 6 has exactly k predecessors o {x: x cBi 6} is an initial segment of $Bi 
of order type k + 1, and hence SBi 8 $!&. 
Case 2. For some i we work on the subrequirement e,j in successor mode at 
cofinitely many stages. This is the same as Case 1 with final segments in place of 
initial segments. 
Case 3. For each i we complete attacking the subrequirement &,j. Then for 
each i, the subrequirement Pi,j is met so Rj is met. Alternatively, note that Sa, has 
order type o + o* but Bi does not because 6 has infinitely many predecessors 
and infinitely many successors. 
Note that in all three cases, the recursive approximations converge to a linear 
ordering with the corresponding ‘infinitely far apart’ relation. Note also that J& 
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has order type either k + o*, o + k, or w + o *, according to which of Cases 1, 
2, or 3 holds. This completes the discussion of the outcomes of the basic module. 
We now consider the interaction of the lowness requirements with this strategy. 
Of course, for each e the lowness requirement N, is, as usual, that if {e}:(e) is 
defined for infinitely many s, then {e}&(e) is defined, where {a’},,, is the 
recursive approximation to (.6!, Inf) defined during the construction. Thus N, 
imposes restraints which ask that the recursive approximation not be changed. 
The restraint for N, at the end of stage s is denoted r(e, s), and at stage s + 1 
requirements of lower priority than N, may not change the diagram of ~4 on pairs 
of elements ai with i < r(e, s). The priorities are arranged as follows: 
R,,, N,, RI, N,, . ’ . . 
If {e}?(e) is defined, then N, can act by letting r(e, s) be greater than all j such 
that parts of the diagram involving aj are ‘used’ in the computation and initializing 
Ri for all i 5 e. The main difficulty is that the action of the earlier basic module 
for Ri may infinitely often injure N, for e 5 i and so must be modified as follows. 
In the following we consider the case of a single Ri together with N, for all e 2 i. 
Modified basic module for Ri meeting N,, all e 2 i 
First note that if the previous basic module for Ri works on a fixed 
subrequirement Pi,j cofinitely often, say for all stages s 3 sO, then Ri will not 
injure any N, at any stage s 2 so because no statements added to the diagram of 
&i after stage so are ever changed later. Thus, we need to modify the previous 
basic module only in Case 3, in which case 6 has infinitely many predecessors and 
infinitely many successors. The modified module proceeds as in the previous basic 
module but occasionally Ri readjusts to satisfy N, at s + 1 if {e}:“(e) was defined 
for some v G’S and 6 has in Bi+ at least m predecessors and at least m 
successors, where m is the largest of v, card(AY), and the number of times Ri has 
previously readjusted for N,. For this case we first let the diagram _s&+’ extend 
&, thus restoring the order and Inf relation on elements of A: to their values at 
v. (The universe Af” is the same as AT, which contains A:.) Next, all elements of 
A: become either upper or lower attached-specifically, all elements of Sy are 
lower attached at s + 1, and all elements of TY are upper attached at s + 1. Let 
S’ s+l =Si, (which corresponds to the set of lower-attached elements) and 
Tf,, = A:,, - S:,, (so T:,, consists of all upper attached elements and all 
elements of As -A;). The elements of As -A: are placed above all lower- 
attached elements and above all upper-attached elements, in any order. 
Let w be the least number such that a, is not in A:. (By construction 
A: = {uj: j < w}.) We set r(e, s + 1) = w, so N, will remain satisfied at all stages 
t 2 s + 1 because JB’ 1 w = d” 1 w (unless, at some such stage 1, Ri has to readjust 
to satisfy some N,., e’ <e, in which case we begin anew to have Ri readjust to 
satisfy NJ. At stage s + 2 we start trying to meet the subrequirement &, using 
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(say) the predecessor mode. Note that at s + 1 we have met &,j for i < w, since 
each Uj for j < w either has at most card(A;) predecessors (if it is lower attached) 
or at most card(AY) successors (if it is upper attached), while 6 has more than 
card(AY) predecessors and more than card(Ay) successors. 
We now consider the outcomes of the modified basic module for Ri. If Ri 
readjusts only finitely often in the entire construction, the discussion of outcomes 
of the pure basic module applies. If Ri readjusts infinitely often, it can be shown 
that 6 has infinitely many predecessors and infinitely many successors, but &i has 
order type o + CD* (see Lemmas 2.1 and 2.4 for details). 
We now indicate briefly why N, is met. (See Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 for details.) If 
there are only finitely many stages at which the modified R,-module causes 
changes in the order or Inf relation, the argument is standard. Otherwise, 6 has 
infinitely many predecessors and infintely many successors, so Ri will readjust to 
meet N, if {e}:“(e) is defined for infinitely many V. Such an action may be injured 
by a readjustment for the sake of N,, for e’ < e, but this injury occurs only finitely 
often because each N,, acts only finitely often. This completes the description of 
the modified basic module. 
So far we have been working with a modified version of Ri in which we ensure 
that Oei is not isomorphic to a recursive ordering of known index. We now 
consider the original requirement Ri which asserts that & is not isomorphic to the 
recursive linear ordering (if any) Zj with characteristic function qi. As in 
Theorem 1, this is met by ensuring that & is not isomorphic to the interval hi of 
Zi between copies Y;, 9’i+1 of the separators $, Yi+i. (These copies will exist 
and be unique if ~2 z Tie) As in Theorem 1, let Ri,LY be the requirement that pi is 
not isomorphic to 9&, the interval of Zi determined by the (2i + 13)-tuple (Y 
which represents (as in Theorem 1) a guess at the location of 9’: and .Y’;+i. Also 
as in Theorem 1, the subrequirements Ri,~ are assigned priorities according to a 
fixed recursive ordering < of the (2i + 13)-tuples of order type CD. Each Rjpa will 
order a universe Ai,a contained in the universe Ai of _G&. If (pi is actually the 
characteristic function of a linear ordering pi isomorphic to .62, then there will be 
a unique CY such that Ai,a is infinite, and this LY will be the correct guess about the 
location of the copies of the separators in 9$. This CY will be the unique 
(2i + 13)-tuple which ‘gets infintely many chips’ using a recursive approximation 
to the same fl$predicate I as in Theorem 1. 
The universes Ai,a are determined as follows. When (Y gets a new chip, all 
elements in any Aisp, /!I > a, are removed from Ai,s and are put into Ai,,, and 
also a fresh element is placed in Ai,n. (This fresh element is chosen as ai, where i 
is the least number such that Uj is not on the board.) Also, when Ri_ readjusts for 
N, by making P+l extend .!zZ” (as in the modified basic module), elements of A” 
are assigned to universes as at V, while elements of AS+l -A” are assigned to 
universes as at s. Thus at each stage Ai,a rl Ai,s = 0 if LY # fi. Furthermore, it can 
be shown that for each i there exists LY with Uj E Aza for all sufficiently large s, 
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where AT,a is the approximation to Ai,= defined at the end of stage s (see Lemma 
2.3). The strategy for Ri,a does not require further chips for (Y in order to take 
action on elements in A;_. 
Let S;,, = ST rl A;,,, and let Ti,,= Tin A;,. (Recall that the sets ST and T; 
were used to determine the relation InP.) If /I < CX, then the strategy for Ri,+ 
plays above Sies and below &, i.e. at the ends of every stage S, every element of 
A:_ is above each element of Sf,, and below each element of Tf,+ Thus the 
actions for the a-strategy have no effect upon the P-strategy, in the sense that CY 
never plays below elements lower attached by /3 or above elements upper 
attached by /3. 
The strategy for Ri,= will be designed to meet all the subrequirements Pi,j,o for 
Uj E LJpsn Ai. (not merely all Uj E Ai,,). (Here Pi,j,a is the same as e,j except that 
6 is replaced by an element 6i,n which depends on (Y.) For the ‘true’ (Y, i.e. the 
least one which gets infinitely many chips, we will have Ai = lJBanAi,B, so Ri will 
be met. TO meet Pi,j,a for all Uj E lJpCa Ai,p, we initially choose 6i,a SO that it has 
at least ki,, predecessors and at least ki,W successors in 93+ where ki,Ir = 
card(Ug<o/, A,,). To ensure the existence of such an element 6i,a, while waiting 
for 6i,a to become defined Ri,n attacks Pi,(y,j for a fresh element aj E Ai+ and does 
not stop until 6i,a is defined and has more than ki,m predecessors. It is safe to wait 
for 6i,II to be defined since if a! is the least string with infinitely many chips, then 
ki,a settles to a final value, and the a-strategy puts infinitely many elements into 
Ai,,, making pi infinite, so 93i,a must also be infinite. 
Once 6i,rr is defined, the strategy for Ri,Ir is essentially the same as the strategy 
for Ri, but all elements in Ai,o for any /3 < (Y are included in the count of attached 
elements. Thus, for example, if the a-strategy is attacking Pi,j in the predecessor 
mode, it does not lower attach Uj until the number of predecessors of 6i,m is at 
least ki,,, where ki,n is the number of elements that have been previously 
attached by cx or are in Ai. for any /I < CY. 
The differences between the m-strategy and the basic module are the following: 
(1) The a-strategy plays not as before in the entire &i interval determined by 
the separators Sq. and Yi+i, but now only above lJs<~Si,s and below Us+ Ti,B, 
(2) The a-strategy waits longer for 6i,a to become defined. 
(3) The a-strategy acts only on elements in its own universe Ai,~. This universe 
may be finite at the end of the consruction, but not if (Y is the least (2i + 13)-tuple 
which gets infinitely many chips. 
(4) The a-strategy is initialized whenever any #I < CY acts. 
Otherwise, the pure a-strategy (not yet modified for the lowness requirements 
ZV,) is just as in the basic module, and clearly satisfies Ri if (Y is the least 
(2i + 13)-tuple which gets infinitely many chips. 
We now discuss the interaction between the a-strategies and the lowness 
requirements N,. Let R, = Rti,,) (m E CD) be a recursive o-listing of all 
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requirements where LY is a (2i + 13)-tuple, arranged so that (i, a) < (i, j3) iff 
cy< /3. 
Let R~i,~) have sliding priority among the NC’s so that whenever /3 < CY gets a 
chip, Rti,a) moves lower in the priority list. Thus RCi,nj has higher priority than 
N, at stage s (denoted Rci,,) cs N,) iff e exceeds the sum of (i, CX) and the total 
number of chips given to (2i + 13)-tuples /3 < & by the beginning of stage s. Thus, 
for any e, if Rci,,) has higher priority than N, at cofinitely many stages (denoted 
&,a) cw NC), then R(, a) is initialized only finitely often. 
It is quite easy for Rti,a) to live with the (finitary) restraint of the N,‘s of higher 
priority by upper or lower attaching any elements of Ai+ restrained by N, (and 
choosing a new value of 6i,a to justify the attachment), so that (i, a) 
interchanges do not violate the restraint imposed by such N,‘s. 
As has been mentioned, each single Rti,&) co N, is not too injurious to N, 
either because Rci,a) causes only finitely many interchanges or because 6i,a has 
infinitely many predecessors and infinitely many successors, so that R~i,~) is able 
to readjust for N,. We now discuss the effects of several R~i,I,) requirements on 
N,. Let D be the set of (i, a) with R<i,a) cw N, such that Rcj,a) causes infinitely 
many interchanges (either for its own sake (primary) or as readjustments for 
negative requirements (secondary).) If D were known effectively, to meet N, it 
would suffice to wait for a stage s + 1 such that for some v GS, {e}@(e)i, and, at 
stage s, each &,a for (i, a) E D has z- rnp predecessors and srn: successors 
(where m”, is the largest of u, card(AY), and the number of times R~i,~) has 
previously readjusted for N,), and no RCi,al <s N, with (i, LX) 4 D has caused any 
interchanges between stages u and s. Then letting .#+l extend tiU and preserving 
the diagram of &” with the priority of N, will meet N, forever unless some N,,, 
e’ <e, acts or some Rci,n) Co N, with (i, a) 4 D causes further interchanges. 
(Note that R~i,=) for (i, a) E D will not want to change the diagram N, is 
preserving since all elements of AZ, are lower or upper attached.) Since (i, a) 
interchanges for Rti,a) -Cw N, with (i, a) 4 D occur only finitely often, this 
strategy will succeed. However, it is of course not true that D is known 
effectively. If we proceed carelessly, there is a danger of infinitely often 
temporarily preserving computations through false guesses F at D, and having 
these computations ruined by (i, a) interchanges for (i, a) $ F. We avoid this 
danger by ensuring that the true D receives sufficient attention. Whenever there is 
more than one set F which meets the criteria for readjustment, we choose the set 
F which has been used least often in the past. As the above discussion for the case 
where the true D is known indicates, there is a stage s1 such that if we ever give 
attention to N, through the true D after si, then that action meets N, forever, and 
N, never acts again. Suppose for a contradiction that we never give attention to 
N, using D after s1 but we do give attention to N, infinitely often. Then there is a 
finite set Fr {(i, a): R<i,,) -Co N,} through which we give attention to N, 
infinitely often. But at all sufficiently large stages s, F will have been chosen more 
often than D for N,-readjustments at previous stages, and if r(e, s) = 0, D is a 
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candidate for selection, so it is not allowed to choose F rather than D. This 
contradiction shows that N, acts only finitely often, and a similar argument shows 
that N, is met (see Lemma 2.2). The following definition is based on this 
discussion. 
Defhition. Let DE {(i, a): RfLO) KS N,}. N, requires attention through D at 
stage s + 1 if: 
(A) r(e, S) = 0, and 
(B) There is a stage v with e 6 u GS such that (i)-(v) hold: 
(i) @$(e)J. 
(ii) (Vi < e)[A”z {ak: k < r(i, s)} & d” r r(i, s) = ds r r(i, s)]. 
(iii) For all (i, a) E D, R,, has at least m;,, predecessors and at least m;,, 
successors, where m:, (I is the largest of u, card(AY), and the number of times that 
R(,,,,) has previously readjusted for N,. 
(iv) No R<,,(u) cs N, has been initialized between stages v and s inclusive 
(and hence AF,cA:,, if R,,i,a) cs N,, although the < and Inf relations of Ai,= 
need not extend those of A?,). 
(v) For all Rti,p) cs N, with (i, LY) 4 D, d” r Aj’,,, = d” r At,, so the < 
and Inf relations of ~4~ agree with those of tiV on Aj’,. 
Note. The number rnz,, is used instead of card(AY) in (iii) to ensure that if 
R~i,,,) causes infinitely many interchanges, then 6i.m has infinitely many predeces- 
sors and infinitely many successors (see Lemma 2.1). 
The construction is as follows: 
Stage 0. Let r(e, 0) = 0 for all e, and let Aiq, = $, = Tz, = 0 for all i and (Y. 
Let @, be undefined for all i and a; and let all requirements Rti+) be in 
predecessor mode. 
Stage s + 1. If s is even, we let only the negative requirements N, act, and if s is 
odd, we let only the Rci,,) requirements act.. 
Case 1. This case applies if s is even. If no N, for e ss requires attention at 
stage s + 1 through any set D, go immediately to stage s + 2 without changing 
anything. Otherwise, let e be the least number such that N, requires attention 
through some D. Then choose D E {(i, a): R<i,aj cs N,} so that the number of 
times which N, has received attention through D is as small as possible. Finally, 
choose u as large as possible so that u satisfies (B) of the definition just above. 
For all i , the universe Af+l will be the same as A;. We partition A;+l into 
subuniverses Af,L1 as follows- A:,$’ = AZ, U (AZ0 - A:). Next, let ST+‘” = Sp U 
(ST -A:), and let TT+* = AT+l’- ST+“‘. (The sets 8;” and T;+’ determine the Inf 
relation for stage s + 1 as usual, i.e. for a, a’ E Ai, Inf’+‘(a, a’) holds iff exactly 
one of a, a’ belongs to ST+‘. Of course, if aEAi and a’EAj with i<jwe have 
InP(a, a’), InP(a’, a), and a <‘a’ holding at all stages s.) 
Now we must define the ordering for stage s + 1. If a, a’ are each in A:, let 
them be ordered at s + 1 as they were at V. If a E ST+’ and a’ E TT+l, let a <‘+l a’. 
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(The previous two sentences are consistent.) If a E S:,+,’ (=A;L1 II S;+'), a' E A:,$' 
and a: < /3, let a -P1 a’. If a, a’ E Sf,+,‘, UEAP, and u'$AP, let ~<~+‘a’. If 
a, a’ E s;,+,’ and (i, cu) E D, and a 4 A: and a’ $ A:, order a and a’ at s + 1 as they 
were ordered at S. This completes the definition of the order relationship except 
for the case where both elements are in Tz+l, but this is handled in the obvious 
dual fashion to the case where both are in Sf+l. 
Let w be the least number such that a, $ A ". Let 
{ 
r(i, s) if i < e, 
r(i, s + 1) = w if i = e, 
0 if i > e. 
Note. The restraint r(e, s) = w will automatically be cancelled if N, is injured. 
This can happen if N,, acts for e’ <e or if some &a) cS N, is initialized or if 
some Rt,,au) es N, with (i, a) 4 D causes an interchange. However, the attach- 
ments will be arranged below so that no Z?C,,~~ for (i, a) E D can injure N,. 
Reset all strategies Rti,n) Bs N, by declaring R,L’ to be undefined. If R~i,n) <s 
N, and (i, a) $ D, then Rti,au) remains in the same mode as at stage S. All other 
R~i,,)'S are put into the predecessor mode. 
For all (i, a) E D, all elements of Sz, are lower attached at s + 1, and all 
elements of Tj', (i.e. all other elements of AZ:,) are upper attached at s + 1. Thus 
all elements of AZ, which were lower [upper] attached at v remain so at s + 1, 
and additional elements may be attached as well. (This additional attachment is 
‘safe’ for the R~i,a) strategy at s + 1 (even though it may not have been at V) 
because 6i,a now has at least card(A,) predecessors and successors.) If N,<, 
R<i,n), all elements of S$’ are lower attached at s + 1 and all elements of T;,+,' 
are upper attached at s + 1. (This attachment is ‘safe’ because 6i,a becomes 
undefined, and (barring injury to N,) its next value (if any) will have more than k 
predecessors and k successors, where k = card(Az,), since all elements of A;, are 
restrained by N,.) If R~i,~) Cs N, and (i, a) 4 D, let the upper and lower attached 
elements be the same for stage s + 1 as for stage S. (Note that the attachments are 
also consistent with the order and Inf relations at v.) 
Cme 2. This case applies if s is odd. Let each R~i,l,) strategy for (i, LY) GS act 
according to the modified basic module. More specifically, do the following: 
(1) (For convenience we assume that chips are given only at even stages.) For 
each i, let A;" be Ai together with a fresh element. Given i, let Q be the unique 
(2i + 13)-tuple which gets a chip at S, and let AS,:’ be the union of all universes 
A;B for all p 3 (Y together with the fresh element of A;+‘. Also, let A;,;' = 0 for 
p > CY, and let A;,$’ = AT,B for B < a: This completes the definition of the 
subuniverses for stage s + 1. 
(2) We now define the initial ordering of A'+l, which may be changed in 
subsequent parts to produce .&+l. Initially, the ordering relation between pairs 
of elements of A" is not changed. If a is the unique element of A;,zl - A" (where (Y 
is as in part (l)), and R(i,aj was in the predecessor mode at the end of stage S, put 
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a just above the greatest element of AT,n which was lower attached at the end of 
stage s. (If no element of Af,a was lower attached, place a just above the greatest 
element of lJBCa A:,$’ n Ss. If the latter set is empty, place a at the bottom of 
as+‘). Proceed dually if Rc~,~) is in the successor mode. 
(3) If A;,;l -A;,= contains any element ui with j < max{r(e, s): N, <s Rti_)}, 
reset R,, a) by declaring 6,:’ to be undefined. Also in this case declare all 
elements of AZ,:’ fl Sr to be lower attached and all elements of A;,:’ fl T; to be 
upper attached. 
(4) If &,, is undefined, but there is an element bk of B:+ which has at least & 
predecessors and at least kT,w successors in !@, where @,, is the interval of the 
ordering with characteristic function (pi determined by the guess CY at the location 
of the copies of the separators Sq, and ~i+l, and where 
ki,m = card 
( 
lJ AT,@ U.{Uj E Af,L1: uj is upper or lower attached} 
> 
, 
B<a 
we define &,L’ to be bk for the least such k. 
(5) If Z?ci,a) is currently in the predecessor mode and &,, is defined, RCi,a) was 
not reset in part (3) of stage s + 1, 6;, has at least kf,a predecessors (where kT,o is 
as defined in (4)), and there exists Uj E At,:’ which is neither upper nor lower 
attached, fix the least such j and declare uj to be lower attached. Make the 
corresponding changes in the order relation. In particular, uj is placed above all 
elements of As,:’ which were previously lower attached, and below all other 
elements of As,‘,‘. Put R(i,n) into the successor mode. Note that these changes do 
not affect the order or Inf relations between pairs of attached elements and hence 
do not violate higher priority restraints, since the construction is arranged so that 
all restrained elements are attached. 
(6) .d dual to (5), replacing ‘predecessor mode’ by ‘successor mode’, ‘lower 
attached’ by ‘upper attached’, etc. 
(7) The sets ST+’ and T:+l (which determine the relation Inf”+‘) are defined in 
accordance with the above. Specifically, if Rc+) is in predecessor mode, then all 
elements of As,:’ which are lower attached are placed in ST”, and all remaining 
elements of A:,:’ are placed in Tie’. The definition for successor mode is dual. 
(8) For any N, injured by the actions in (5) and (6), we set r(e, s + 1) = 0, and 
otherwise r(e, s + 1) = r(e, s). Let the universe AS+l consist of the union of all the 
universes A:,+,’ as described above. This ends the description of stage s + 1 and of 
the construction. 
We say that a (2i + 13)-tuple cx is on the true path if there are infinitely many 
stages at which LY gets a chip but only finitely many stages at which any 
(2i + 13)-tuple p < o gets a chip. Note that if (Y is on the true path then there are 
only finitely many requirements N, co R<i,,)* We say that no (i, a) interchanges 
occur&s+1 if &and &+’ agree (in their < and Inf relations) on all elements 
of A;.,, and otherwise that (i, cx) interchanges occur at s + 1. The following 
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lemma will be important in the inductive proof (presented in Lemma 2.2) that 
each negative requirement N, acts only finitely often. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that a is on the true path and that for each e with 
N, co R<i,a), there are only finitely many stages at which N, receives attention. 
Also, suppose that there are infinitely many stages s + 1 at which (i, a) 
interchanges (either primary or secondary) occur. Then : 
(i) @,, is defined for all sufficiently large s and lim, @,, =dfn 6i,= exists, and 
(ii) there are infinitely many predecessors and infintely many successors of 6i,a 
in 6Bi.a. 
(Note. If Qli is not the characteristic function of a linear ordering, this is to be 
interpreted in the obvious way, i.e. there are infintely many x in the ‘interval’ 
determined by (Y with ~i(6i,~, X) = 1 and infinitely many such x with ~i(x, 6i,J = 
1.) 
Proof. Since (1! is on the true path and there are only finitely many requirements 
N, cw R(i,a), each of which acts only finitely often by hypothesis, there are only 
finitely many stages at which R<i,w) is initialized or reset. (In particular, note that 
lim, r(e, s) is finite for such N, co Rci,a), so that there are only finitely many 
stages at which R<i,a) is reset under part (3) of Case 2 of the construction.) If &,, 
is defined at any stage s after the last stage that R~i,~) is initialized or reset, then it 
remains defined with the same value at all stages thereafter. Since (i, a) 
interchanges are permitted only when R,, is defined or Rci,a) is initialized, and 
there are infinitely many such interchanges, (i) follows. If Rti,nj readjusts for 
infinitely many requirements N,, then (ii) holds because of the condition 
mf,, 3 v 2 e in the first line of part (B) and part (B)(iii) of the definition of ‘N, 
requires attention’. If Rci,m) readjusts infinitely many times for a fixed N,, then 
(ii) holds since rn;,, in clause (B)(iii) of the definition of ‘N, requires attention’ 
must exceed the number of times that RCi_) has previously adjusted for N,. If 
there are only finitely many (i, a) interchanges for the sake of negative 
requirements, then (ii) follows from the nature of the (i, a) strategy; from some 
point on Rli,a) alternates between predecessor mode and successor mode, so it 
upper attaches infinitely many numbers and lower attaches infinitely many 
numbers. Since lim, k:,= = ~0, and part (5) of Case 2 of the construction applies 
infinitely often to R (l,a), (ii) follows. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. •I 
Lemma 2.2. Each requirement N, requires attention only finitely often and is 
satisfied. Hence ( s4, Inf ) is of low degree. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on e. Thus we may choose so so large that no Nj 
for i < e requires attention after stage so. Let s1 >so be so large that every 
R(i,aj >. N, satisfies R(i,a) Bs, N, and every R<i,al co N, which makes finitely 
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many interchanges has made its last interchange by stage si. Let 
D = {(i, a>: R(i,n) co N, & there exist infinitely many (i, CY) interchanges}. 
The ‘sliding priorities’ for the Rti,n) g uarantee that for each i there is at most 
one (Y with R<i,n) co N,. Thus if N, ever acts through D after stage sl, its 
restraint cannot ever be violated after the stage at which it acts, so it is satisfied 
and never acts again. Hence we may assume without loss of generality that N, 
never acts through D after s1 and also that Qi~~(e)~ for infinitely many ~1. By 
Lemma 2.1, N, requires attention through D at all sufficiently large stages s + 1 
with r(e, s) = 0, say for all s as2>s1. (To see this note that if (i, CY) ED then ais 
on the true path and each Nk Co R<i,m) acts only finitely often by inductive 
hypothesis, so &a has infinitely many predecessors and infinitely many successors 
by Lemma 2.1. If R<i,n) co N, and (i, a) 4 D, then (B)(v) in the definition of ‘N, 
requires attention’ holds for all sufficiently large s. For (B)(iv), choose v satisfying 
(i) such that no Rti,a) cw N, is initialized after v.) Now N, cannot receive 
attention through any particular F more than s2 times, since the last time it 
received attention through F would be after s2, so N, would also require attention 
through D and yet N, would have received attention through D at least s2 times 
but through F at most s1 times. This proves that N, receives attention at most 
finitely often. Since N, requires attention through D at all sufficiently large stages 
s + 1 with r(e, s) = 0, we conclude that r(e, s) > 0 for all sufficiently large even s 
and hence for all sufficiently large s, so that @$(e)i. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 2.2. 0 
Note. Since we have not yet shown that lim, & exists, we should clarify what it 
means for N, to be satisfied. We mean that if @$(e)J for infinitely many s, then 
there exists s,, and U, such that @zz(e)J, where all oracle information used 
concerns only elements Ui for i < u, and no information about the ordering or Inf 
relation on pairs of such elements changes after so. The above proof does show 
that N, is satisfied in this sense. We can now show that lim, d” does exist since 
there clearly exist such u which are arbitrarily large as we range over all N,. 
It is also reasonably easy to check that lim, ~4” is a linear ordering with 
Inf = lim, InP its infinitely far apart relation. In particular, note the case where 
uj E $, and uk E T,a, but the universe Ai,(Y is finite. Then InP(uj, uk) holds for all 
sufficiently large s by construction, but if LY gets only finitely many chips, there are 
only finitely many elements of Ai,= between Uj and uk (since Ai,n is finite). 
However, Ai is infinite, and since LY is initialized only finitely often, all but finitely 
many elements of Ai are in UB,aAi and hence between uj and $, so they are 
infinitely far apart, as desired. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that some (2i + 13)~tuple gets infinitely many chips. Then if 
ui E A;B for any /I, s, then there exists (Y with uj E AT,= for all sufficiently large s. 
(Since AT,@ fl A:,, = 0 whenever /3 # y, (Y is necessarily unique.) 
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Proof. Let a0 be the least (2i + 13)-tuple which receives infinitely many chips, 
and let so be a stage greater than all stages at which cu, is initialized or any 
ZV, <o Rci,ao) receives attention. If aj E AT,B for some /I, we may assume without 
loss of generality that s 2 so, since A,,t c Ai,r+l for all t. We may also assume that 
/3 G cro, by Case 2(l) of the construction. NOW if t 2 s, and Uj E Af,, n A:,$’ we 
have that 6 G y since no N, $Z?<i,uj receives attention. (Here we have by 
induction that y < CX~.) The lemma easily follows. Cl 
Lemma 2.4. Each requirement Ri is satisfied, so & is not isomorphic to a recursive 
linear ordering. 
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that (Pi is the characteristic function of a linear 
ordering Zi which is isomorphic to .$. Since Sa, has no subordering isomorphic to 
the rationals, it follows as in Lemma 1.1 of Theorem 1 that JZi has a unique pair 
of intervals 9’;, 9’:+1 isomorphic to the separators Yi, Yi+i in A!i, and that the 
interval !J$ between the endpoints of Y;, sP~+i is isomorphic to Sa,. Let a 
correspond to the correct guess at gi> gi+i, so that (Y is the unique (2i + 13)-tuple 
which gets infinitely many chips. 
If there are infinitely many (i, CY) interchanges, then by Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, 
&+ exists and has infinitely many predecessors and infinitely many successors in 
9+= pi. On the other hand, each element of Ai has only finitely many 
predecessors or finitely many successors in &i. To see this, first assume that there 
are only finitely many secondary (i, a-) interchanges among the infinitely many 
(i, CY) interchanges. Then every element of Ai,a is either upper attached from 
some stage on or lower attached from some stage on, and so has either finitely 
many successors or finitely many predecessors. If (I E Ai,o with /3 < cu, then either 
every predecessor of a in Ai is in Uycn Ai,y or every successor of a has this 
property. Since l_lYca Ai,y is finite, all such a’s have finitely many predecessors or 
finitely many successors. Finally, Ai,p = 0 for /3 > a; so the case where there are 
infinitely many (i, a) interchanges but only finitely many such secondary 
interchanges is complete. 
Consider now the case where there are infinitely many secondary (i, a) 
interchanges. This case is potentially tricky because secondary (i, (Y) 
interchanges need not respect previous R<i,n) attachments, so a priori there seems 
to be a danger that some a E Ai,m could be (say) lower attached from some stage 
on but still have infinitely many predecessors. First note that there are secondary 
(i, cu) interchanges with the number v in the definition of ‘N, requires attention’ 
arbitrarily large. (Since R<i,a) readjusts only finitely often for each fixed e by 
Lemma 2.1, it must readjust for infinitely many different N,‘s, but recall that 
v L e in (B) of the definition of ‘N, requires attention’.) Thus each a E Ai_ is in 
A:, for some such v and is upper or lower attached at some stage so after the last 
stage when Rti,a) is initialized. Suppose, for instance that a is lower attached at 
so. It is then easily seen that a remains lower attached at all stages s 3 so. 
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Furthermore, it may easily be shown by induction that any predecessor of a at 
any stage s 3 so is also a predecessor of a at some stage t 6 so. Thus a has only 
finitely many predecessors. The case where a is upper attached at so is similar. 
Finally, the case where a E AiSs for /3 # cx is handled exactly as in the case where 
there are infinitely many (i, CY) interchanges but only finitely many secondary 
ones. This completes the case where there are infinitely many (i, a) 
interchanges. 
Suppose now that there are finitely many (i, cr) interchanges. Then Rti,aj 
remains in the same mode from some stage on, say the predecessor mode. (The 
argument for the successor mode is dual.) Then pi has an initial segment of order 
type k + o*, where k is the number of elements of .$ which, for all sufficiently 
large s, are in A;, and lower attached or, for some /3 < a; are in A;B II S”. If 6i,n 
is defined, then it has at least k predecessors by construction but only finitely 
many predecessors, since otherwise Rti,n) would not get stuck in a fixed mode. 
However, since .& has an initial segment of order type k + w *, it has no element 
with at least k predecessors but only finitely many predecessors. Finally, if 6+ 
does not exist, then 5Bi s finite (since lJBCor Ai,s is finite) but again &i is infinite. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.4 and thus of Theorem 2. 0 
It is natural to ask whether the proof of Theorem 2 can be combined with 
permitting to yield the natural common generalization of Theorems 1 and 2. The 
following result shows that this common generalization fails: 
Claim 2.5. There is a nonrecursive r.e. set C such that whenever (Se, Inf) is 
Turing reducible to C, where ti is a linear ordering and Inf i.r the ‘infinitely fur 
apart’ relation on ~4, then & is isomorphic to a recursive linear ordering. 
Our proof of this rather technical result is a fairly tricky nonuniform argument, 
and we omit it. 
3. Nonexistence of fixed-points modulo isomorphism 
The following theorem refutes a certain analogue of the recursion theorem for 
linear orderings of o. As pointed out after the theorem, another analogue of the 
recursion theorem remains open. Let 
L = {e: cpe is the characteristic function of a linear ordering of w}. 
If e EL, let & be the recursive linear ordering of o which has ~JJ~ as its 
characteristic function. 
Theorem 3. There is a recursive function f such that, for all e E L, f(e) E L and 
&., is not biomorphic to Sa,. 
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Proof. Let e be fixed. In describing the construction of &.,, we pretend that 
e E L, although our construction makes sense but will not necessarily produce a 
total function (PfCe) if e $ L. Note that it is important that L contains only e’s such 
that ye is a linear ordering of all of o (as opposed to a possibily finite subset of 
CD), since this entitles us to wait for qe to give us the ordering relation between 
any desired pair of numbers. We let ai = b, = i, but we think of Ui as an element 
of the field of v~(~, and bi as an element of the field of Q)=. Thus the ordering of 
the b,‘s is given, and we are defining the ordering of the a,‘~. Each ai will have 
only finitely many predecessors (in which case we declare it lower attached at 
stage i) or only finitely many successors (in which case we declare it upper 
attached). Thus +_, will have have order type o + w* or k + w* or o + k, for 
some k < w. To prevent .~4,(~, from being isomorphic to 59, we arrange that no ai 
has the same number of predecessors and the same number of successors as bo. 
We consider a,, al, . . . in that order, determining for each i whether ui is upper 
or lower attached, and placing it above all Uj (j < i) which were previously lower 
attached and below all Uj (j < i) which were previously upper attached. For a,, 
first compute (using qe) the order relationship between b. and b,. If b, is below 
bo, declare a, to be lower attached (in which case it will be the least element of 
J&J. Otherwise, declare a, to be upper attached (in which case it will be the 
greatest element of .Y&,). Note that in the first case a0 will have fewer 
predecessors than b. and in the second case a, will have fewer successors than bo, 
For ui, compute (using 47,) the order relationships among bo, b,, . . . , b,,+l. Thus 
b, will be known to have either more than i predecessors or more than i 
successors. In the former case, declare Ui to be lower attached, and otherwise 
declare ui to be upper attached. Since only i elements have been previously 
attached, we have ensured that ui has fewer predecessors or fewer successors than 
b,. As mentioned, the attachment decisions determine the ordering .c&, if e E L, 
and remarks in the construction make it clear that this ordering is not isomorphic 
to &. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
We now mention an open question related to Theorem 3. Is there a recursive 
function f with the following three properties?: 
(i) (Vc)]c l L-+f(c) E Ll, 
(ii) (Ve E L)]df(,j is not isomorphic to &.I, 
(iii) f is well-defined on order types, i.e. (Vu, b E L)[sQ, = A$,+ .s&) = s&,,]. 
Of course, Theorem 3 produces an example of a recursive function f with 
properties (i) and (ii), but that particular f fails to have property (iii). (To see 
this, note that if b. has only finitely many predecessors, then &&, has order type 
k + w* for some k, while if b. has only finitely many successors, then tifCe, has 
order type w + k for some k.) On the other hand, the most common examples of 
functions f with property (iii) (such as those such that ~4~~~~ = a,* or &f(e) z 
& + 93 for a fixed recursive linear ordering W), fail to have property (ii). We 
mention only one rather specialized result in the direction of the nonexistence off 
satisfying (i)-(iii). Namely, there is no recursive function satisfying (i), (ii)‘, and 
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(iii), where (ii)’ is the following strengthened version of (ii): 
(ii)’ (Ve E I!,)[.& has order type w + o* iff &f(e) does not have order type 
0 + 0*1. 
The result is proved by a straightforward index set argument, which we omit. 
Another open question is the following: 
Does there exist for every degree a > 0 a linear ordering of degree a which is 
not isomorphic to any recursive linear ordering? Theorem 1 gives a positive 
answer when a is r.e., and perhaps this result could be extended to all a s 0’. By 
results mentioned in the introduction, if every ordering of degree a is isomorphic 
to a recursive ordering, then a” = 0”. Still, a negative answer seems likely. 
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Note added in proof (December 11, 1990) 
David Seetapun extended Theorem 1 by showing that every nonzero degree 
below 0’ contains a linear ordering not isomorphic to any recursive linear 
ordering. (His proof combined the method of Theorem 1 with AZ-permitting.) 
Subsequently, Julia Knight answered the final question above by showing that 
every nonzero degree contains a linear ordering not isomorphic to any recursive 
linear ordering. Her proof used the result of Seetapun just mentioned and 
Lemma 1.2 in “Orderings with cuth jump degree O’““‘, a paper by R. Downey 
and Knight to appear in the Proc. Amer. Math. Sot. 
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